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[who am I?] 
Dan Foreman-Mackey



[where am I?] 
SF / FI / CCA



[what do I do?] 
exoplanets?



[wth am I doing here?] 
.....



[what do I do?] 
write software for astronomy



[what do I do?] 
focus on implementation



[what do I do?] 
try to learn things & share them



[today's takeaways: #1] 
data analysis in astrophysics 

is getting ambitious



[today's takeaways: #1] 
data analysis in grav waves 

is getting ambitious



[today's takeaways: #2] 
even if you're not doing machine 

learning, there are 
useful open source tools



[today's takeaways: #3] 
using them might be easy 

or a complete pain



[today's takeaways: #4] 
it might be worth it



[1] 
inference



want: 
data =>= physics



have: 
physics =>= data



integral of the form 
f(physics) p(physics|data) dphysics



[one option] 
(markov chain) monte carlo 
physics ~ p(physics|data)



so, "all" you need is: 

[a] a "good" sampler 

[b] fast p(data|physics) 



[a] a "good" sampler 
cost per effective sample



[a] a "good" sampler 
depends on # of parameters 

and "geometry" of the problem



[b] fast p(data|physics) 
should be interpretable



[b] fast p(data|physics) 
depends on size of data 

and simplifying assumptions



in astrophysics, we want to 
[ ] do rigorous inference 
[ ] with huge datasets, and 
[ ] physics-based models 



in astrophysics, we want to 
[ ] do rigorous inference 
[ ] with huge datasets, and 
[ ] physics-based models 
[ ] finish in finite time



so. what do we do?







emcee isn't a very "good" sampler
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[X] rigorous inference 
[X] huge datasets 
[X] physics-based models 
[?] finite time



this is a solved problem*

*sort of



[2] 
gradients



dp(data|physics) / dphysics
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H(q,p) = T(p) + U(q)



cool. so we're done?



maybe!



let's not get ahead of ourselves

to name a few.....



but, probably not.



[X] rigorous inference 
[X] huge datasets 
[?] physics-based models 
[X] finite time



dp(data|physics) / dphysics



automatic differentiation



your model is just code



apply the chain rule



apply the chain rule 
over and over again.....



sounds silly?



it's not! (mostly)



what about things like: 
M = E – e sin(E)

ref: Kepler (1609)



custom "ops" 
[a] C/C+++/Fortran/CUDA/… code 

[b] derivative rules



[3] 
my (current) recommendations



[caveat] 
I mostly work in Python



[caveat] 
this is a moving target



[caveat] 
this is not a comprehensive list



the classics

GPU support, variational inference

the new kid on the block

PyMC3 
easy to extend; 

"Pythonic"

Stan 
state-of-the-art 
inference algorithms

PyTorch + Pyro 
easy to extend

TensorFlow + TF Probability 
fast; powerful but 
poorly documented 
inference algorithms

JAX  
all of

+ Numpyro/TF Probability 
the above?



my current recommendation



import numpy as np 
=>= 

import jax.numpy as jnp

+
(numpyro)



[4] 
a case study







[gaussian process] 
a likelihood function for 

correlated noise



[gaussian process] 
in my case, caused by 

stochastic stellar variability



[gaussian process] 
in your case, caused by 

systematics and/or GW background



[gaussian process] 
the problem: 
O(N3) scaling



[gaussian process] 
in special cases: 
O(N logN) scaling



[gaussian process] 
with celerite: 
O(N) scaling











[recently] 
generalized to 

multivariate data



celerite2.readthedocs.io







[5] 
summary & remaining issues



[X] rigorous inference 
[X] huge datasets 
[X] physics-based models 
[X] finite time



but…



documentation & tutorials?





I'm sorr
y, what?



reparameterization





integration with legacy code 
remains Hard™



ambitious data analysis 
calls for 

powerful tools 
that may (or may not) work 

out of the box 
but we have 
work to do



I want you to 
keep doing awesome science 

and 
learning about new methods 

then 
share what you learn 

and 
contribute back



get in touch! 
dfm.io 
github.com/dfm 
twitter.com/exoplaneteer


